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Abstract - In this paper we propose a method for design of feed-forward 
neural classifiers based on regularization and adaptive architectures. Us- 
ing a penalized maximum likelihood scheme we derive a modified form of 
the entropic error measure and an algebraic estimate of the test error. In 
conjunction with Optimal Brain Damage pruning the test error estimate 
is used to  optimize the network architecture. The scheme is evaluated 
on an artificial and a real world problem. 

INTRODUCTION 

Pattern recognition is an important, aspect of most scientific fields and indeed 
the objective of’ most neural network applications. Some of the by now clas- 
sic applications of neural networks like Sejnowski and R.osenbergs “NetTalk” 
concern classification of patterns int,o a finite number of categories. In modern 
approaches to pattern recognition the objcctive is to produce class probabil- 
ities for a given pattern. Using Bayyes decision theory, the “hard” classifier 
selects the class with the highest class probability, hence minimizing the prob- 
ability of’ error. The conventional approach to pattern recognition is statistical 
and concerns the modeling of cla.ss probability distributions for patterns pro- 
duced by a stationary stochastic source by a certain set of basis functions, 
e.g., Parzen windows or Gaussian mixtures. 

In this paper we define and analyze a system for design and evaluation 
of feed-forward neural classifiers based on regularization and adaptive archi- 
tectures. The proposed scheme is a generalization of the approach we have 
suggested for tjime series processing [I, 21 aad for binary classification in the 
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context of a medical application [3]. The key concept of the new methodology 
for optimization of neural classifiers is an asymptotic estimate of the test error 
of the classifier providing an algebraic expression in terms of the training error 
and a complexity estimate. Our approach is a penalized maximum likelihood 
scheme. The likelihood is formulated using a simple stationary noisy channel 
model of the pattern source. For any fixed input pattern there can be defined 
a fixed probability distribution over a fixed finite set of classes. The training 
set involves simple labelled data, i.e., for each input vector we are provided 
with a single class label. The task of the network is to estimate the relative 
frequencies of class labels for a given pattern. In conjunction with SoftMax 
normalization of the outputs of a standard, computationally universal, feed- 
forward network we recover a slightly modified form of the so-called entropic 
error measure [4]. For a fixed architecture the neural network weights are 
estimated using a Gauss-Newton method [ 5 ] ,  while the model architecture is 
optimized using Optimal Brain Damage [6]. The problem of proper selection 
of regularization parameters is also briefly discussed, see also [7]. 

The salient features of the approach are: Efficient Newton optimization, 
pruning by Optimal Brain Damage and evaluation of network architectures 
by an algebraic test error estimate. 

NEURAL CLASSIFIERS 

Let us assume that we have a training set, D, consisting of q input-output 
pairs 

where x is an input vector consisting of n I  elements and y is the corresponding 
class label. In this presentation we will assume that the class label is of 
the definite form y = 1, ..., no, with no being the number of classes. An 
alternative soft target assignment might be relevant, in some practical contexts 
where the target could be, e.g., an estimate of class probabilities for the given 
input. 

D = {(XPL)YP)ICL = 1 1 . 7 4 1  (1) 

We aim to model the posterior probability distribution 

p(y = i l x ) ,  2 = I,. . . ,720. ( 2 )  

In some applications it might be desirable to use a rejection threshold when 
classifying, that is if all of t,he posterior probabilities fall below this threshold 
then no classification decision is made, see e.g. ,  [3]. 

To represent these distributions we choose the foIlowing network architec- 
ture: 
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with nr input units, n H  hidden units, no output units, and parameters U = 
(w,W), where wjo and Wi0 are thresholds. To ensure that the outputs, 
q&(x”), can be interpreted as probabilities, we use the normalized exponential 
transformation known as SoftMax [4]: 

where @(yp = ilx”) is the estimated probability, that xp 

(5) 

belongs to class i. 

Assuming that the training data are drawn independently, the likelihood 
of the model can be expressed as 

rl no 
P(Dlu) = n D @ ( y ’ ”  = i ( X ” ) ~ i ~ @  

p=l i=l 

where = 1 if i = IJ~’, otherwise di,yp = 0. 

Training is based on the minimization of the negative log-likelihood 

1 l P  

4 p=l  

E(u) = - - logP(Dlu)  = - E € ( X p , y ” , u )  

where 

(7) 

In order to eliminate overfitting and ensure numerical stability, we augment 
the cost function by a regularization term, e.g., a simple weight decay, 

1 
2 

C(U) = E(u) + -uTRu (9) 

where R is a positive definite matrix. In this paper we consider a diagonal 
matrix with elements 2 a j l q .  

The gradient of (7) is 

The matrix of second derivatives (the Hessian) can be expressed as 

. . , . . ,  
auk auj 
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where we have used a Gauss-Newt,on like approximation. 

Using matrix/vector notation the Gauss-Newton paradigm of updating the 
weights can now be computed as [5] 

unew = u - r l ( ~ + ~ ) - l  - + R ~  [E ] 
where Ru and R are the first and second derivatives of the regularization term, 
respectively, and 7 is a parameter, that may be used to ensure a decrease in 
the cost function, e.g., by.line search. 

A natural approach for determining the regularization parameters is by 
minimizing the test error with respect to the regularization parameters. Here 
one may use an estimate of the test error as derived in the next section. Let us 
now consider the case with only two different weight decays: aw for the input- 
to-hidden weights and aw for the hidden-to-output weights. By sampling 
the space spanned by CY, and aw with e.g., a 3x3 grid and computing the 
estimated test error, it is possible to fit e.g., a paraboloid' in a least-square 
sense to  the sample points, locate the minimum2 of the paraboloid and use 
the weight decays found for the design of the network. 

ation parameters is described in [7]. 
A different approach using a validation set, for determining the regulariz- 

Test Error Estimate 

One of the main objectives in our approach is to estimate a network model 
with a high generalization ability. In order to obtain this we need an estimate 
of the generalization ability of a model. The generalization or test error for a 
given network U may be defined as 

where P(x,y) is the true underlying distribution of examples and E ( x , ~ , u )  
is the error on example (x, 9). Since the test error involves an average over 
all possible examples, it is in general not accessible, but it can be estimated 
by using additional statistical assumptions, see e.g., [3] and [ 8 ] ,  thus giving us 
the following estimate for the average test error of a network U estimated on 
a training set D [8], 

'Paraboloid: ( z  - 2 0 )  = (z - x0) ' / a2  + (y - yo)2//bZ. 
'In case the minimum is located outside the sample-grid, one should relocate the grid 

and find a new minimum. 
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where E+,,,in(u(D)) is the training error of the model. The effective number 
of parameters is given by N,ff = Tr[H(H + R)-’], where R is the second 
derivative of the regularization term. This estimate of the test error averaged 
over all possible training sets may be used to select the optimal network e.g., 
among a nested family of pruned networks; hence, be used as a pruning stop 
criterion similarly to  our procedure for evaluation of function approximation 
networks [l, 21. 

Pruning with Optimal Brain Damage 

In order to reduce and optimize a networks architecture, we recommend to 
apply a pruning scheme such as Optimal  Brain  Damage (OBD) [6]. The aim 
of OBD is to  estimate the importance of the weights for the training error and 
rank the weights according to their importance. If the importance is estimated 
using a second order expansion of the training error around its minimum, the 
saliency for a weight ui is [l] 

where the Hessian Hii is given by (11) and Rii is i’th diagonal element of R. 

By repeatedly removing weights with the smallest saliencies and retraining 
t,he resulting network, a nested family of networks is obtained. Here we may 
use the previously derived test error estimate to  select the “optimal” network. 

EXPERIMENTS 

The proposed methodology for designing neural classifiers has been evaluated 
on the artificial contiguity problem arid the real world glass classification prob- 
lem.. The latter is a part of the Probenl neural network benchmark collection 
[91. 

The Contiguity Problem 

The contiguity problem has in several cases been used for evaluating optim- 
ization schemes, see e.g., [lo]. The boolean input vector (+1) is interpreted 
as a one-dimensional image and connected clumps of +l’s are counted. Two 
classes are defined: those with two and three clumps. We consider the case, 
where n1 = 10. In this case there are 792 legal input patterns consisting of 
432 patterns with three clumps and 360 with two clumps. We use a randomly 
selected training set with 150 patterns and a test set with 510 patterns both 
containing an even split of the two classes. 
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Figure 1: Left: The estimated test error for the contiguity problem as function of 
the weight decay parameters. Right: Paraboloid fitted to the 3x3 grid shown in the 
left panel. Minimum located at (a,, QW) = (0.68,2.8 . l op4) .  
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Figure 2: Left: The distributioll of the test error for 10 fully connected contiguity 
networks combined. Notice the “long tail” of the distribution resulting in a high 
mean error (0.94) and a small median error (0.022) i.e., the mean is predominantly 
driven by a few examples with high error. Right: The distribution of the test error 
for 10 pruned networks selected by the minimum of the estimated test error com- 
bined. The mean error is 0.37 and the median error is 0.0014 showing a significant 
performance improvement as result of pruning. 

Initially a network architecture consisting of 10 input units, 8 hidden units 
and 2 output units was chosen. The weight decay parameters were estimated 
by using the previously described sample-grid technique. This is shown in 
figure 1. Next ten fully connected networks were trained3 using the estimated 
weight decay parameters, subsequently pruned using the OBD saliency rank- 
ing, removing one weight per iteration. In figure 2 the distribution of the test 
error is shown. The error distribution shows that the mean error is predom- 
inantly driven by a few examples with a high error, thus suggesting that one 
should monitor the median error as well in order to get a good indication of a 
network’s performance. Seven of the ten pruned networks had a classification* 

3Training was stopped when the 2-norm of the gradient vector was below l o p 5 .  
4Following Bayes decision theory, the network output with the highest probability de- 

termines the class label. 
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Figure 3: Pruning of a glass classification network using the small training set. 
The vertical line indicates the “optimal” network selected by the minimum of the 
estimated test error. Notice the similarity in the development of the median error 
and the classification error on the test set. 
error on the test set between 0% and 3.3%, while three networks had an error 
of l6-19%. In [lo] seven of ten networks had an error of 8-38% using the same 
size of training set, while three networks had errors around 0%. Compared 
with these results, our classifier design scheme has a significantly higher yield. 

The Glass Classification Problem 

The task in the glass classification problem is to classify glass splinters into 
six classes. The glass splinters have been chemical analyzed and nine differ- 
ent measures have been extracted from the analysis, see [9] for details. The 
original dataset (glassl)  consists of 214 examples divided into a training set 
(107), a validation set (54) and a test set (53). Since our approach doesn’t 
require a validation set, we have used two different training scenarios: one 
using the original training set and one using a new training set consisting of 
the original training and validation set. 

The initial network architecture chosen consisted of 9 input units, 6 hidden 
units and 6 output units. We estimated the regularization parameters using 
the sample-grid technique and the small training set. The parameters were 
found to be cy, = 2.2 ’ lo-’ and QW = 4.7.lO-*. 

In figure 3 and 4 we show the pruning results of networks trained with the 
small and large training set, respectively, using the estimated regularization 
parameters. The “optimal” network found with the small training set had a 
classification error of 32% on the test set, while the “optimal” network found 
with the large training set had an error of 28%. In 191 Prechelt reports a 
test error of 32% for a fixed network architecture using the small training 
set. The validation set is used to stop training, thus he effectively uses both 
the training and validation set for training [ll]. Our approach using the 
estimated test error for model selection eliminates the need for a validation 
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Figure 4: Pruning of a glass classification network using the large training set. The 
vertical line indicates the “optimal” network selected by the estimated test error. 
Notice the overall lower classification error on the test set compared to figure 3.  

set, thus allowing us to use more data for the actual training resulting in a 
better generalization performance. In a forthcoming paper the problem of 
comparing the performance of neural network models is addressed [12]. 

For comparison a standard k-Nearest-Neighbo? (k-N-N) classification was 
performed using the large training set,. The training error may be computed 
from the training set by including each training pattern in the majority vote. 
A leave-one-out “validation” error on the training set may be computed by 
excluding each training pattern from the vote. Finally, the test patterns may 
be classified by voting among the k nearest neighbors found among the t,rain- 
ing patterns. Using the leave-onwout validation error we found that k = 2 
was optimal for this data set. The 2-N-N scheme had a classification error of 
34% on the test set. Thus the performance of the optimized k-N-N scheme 
cannot match Prechelt’s or our networks. 

CONCLUSION 

We have developed a methodology for design and evaluation of neural classi- 
fiers. The approach was applied to the contigu,ity problem and the glass clas- 
sification problem. It was shown that the test error estimator for classifiers 
could be used to select optimal networks among families of pruned networks, 
t,hus increasing the generalization ability compared to non-pruned networks. 
Currently, the aim is to establish more empirical data for the validation of the 
neural classifier design approach. 

5Within k-N-N a pattern is classified according to a majority vote among its IC nearest 
neighbors using the simple Euclidean metric. 
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